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There were only a few
obstacles that I had
to overcome… a lack
of good genetics.. my

horrible financial
situation… no talent
and no motivation.

I was going to be
a huge success ...

(My sincerest apologies to Agnes for the blatant rip-off!)

Did I mention that I’m retiring…

Hey All,
October is now upon us folks. Where

exactly did our summer go? What day did it
happen on? I must have missed it!

What’s been happening in the biker world
you ask… Well, Polaris introduced the new
line of Indian Motorcycles to an appreciative
audience of about 500,000 bikers at Sturgis in
August. This long-awaited introduction is
going to cause quite a stir in the North
American biking market.

2014 Honda
CTX700N

The open road has never looked more inviting
than when you're rolling along on the new 2014
Honda CTX700. Made for travel with an efficient
fairing and windscreen up front, the CTX700
boasts features that make it an ideal partner for
exploring all that the open road can offer.

It starts with great rider accommodations, thanks
in large part to a comfy seat that's only 28.3 inches
high-a handy aid around town. Then there's the
powerful, smooth-running 670cc engine with its
twin cylinders canted 62 degrees forward for better
weight distribution and a lower center of gravity
for nimble handling.

There's also the option of an easy-to-use
automatic Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT) or a
standard six-speed manual; the DCT allows riders
to instantly choose between a fully automatic
mode or the option of more active gear selection
via "paddle-shift" type buttons on the handlebar.

All of this plus an Antilock Braking System
(ABS) makes this 480 pound, chain-drive bike a
contender with its broad power curve and light
and nimble handling.



Oct 31 - Nov 4, 2013 - Lone Star Rally, Galveston, Texas

Dec 7, 2013 - Thunder Bay Superior Riders Christmas Dinner

Also Remember: Local riders in Thunder Bay meet twice a week all
year round for a “Meet-and-Greet”

(and maybe go for a ride if the weather is good).
We meet at Tim Horton's beside Montana’s on Balmoral Avenue at

6:30PM on Wednesdays and 10:00AM on Saturdays.
Everyone is welcome and encouraged to come out and check out all

the “rides”,
whether they be 2-wheel or 3-wheel or 4-wheel.

We even have ‘Solar Powered’ bikes like Frank’s!

These Dates and Locations are subject to change so please check the event web
sites for any last minute changes.

If you see any obvious mistakes in here please let me know right away!

2013

Winter is soon going to be upon us so
it’s time to start thinking about adopting
a homeless pet.

The Thunder Bay & District Humane
Society is just one of the local Thunder
Bay organizations that looks after lost and
abandoned animals.

It is a non-profit organization, dedicated
to providing care and shelter to animals
in need and investigating and enforcing
animal cruelty laws.

The Humane Society is a low-kill shelter
that offers food, vet care and shelter to
animals who have been neglected,
abandoned, abused, or whose owners
simply can't care for them anymore.

They operate off of the kindness of
sponsors and donations so any donation
of either time or money would be greatly
appreciated. For information on adopting
or donating please check out their
website: http://tbayhumane.ca

Hi, My name is Kitty and I’m a domestic
shorthair. I’m looking for my forever home,
I loved to be petted and I like to explore
everything. Come down and visit me.

Hi, My name is Violet and I’m a domestic
shorthair. I’m very friendly, would you
like to come and see me?



Is it Time to Re-Tire?
Did I mention that already? Sorry, this time I’m

actually talking bike tires.
After getting back from Red Wing this summer I

decided to get some new tires. The last set was
installed in July 2011 and I had put 26,000 km on
them. They were starting to show the miles and were
getting a little too close to the wear bars. I’ve run tires
too far before and that’s never a safe thing to do. So for
the sake of a couple of thousand kilometers it’s not
worth the risk of blowing a tire.

But which tire to choose? There are as many
opinions as to the proper tire to run as there are riders.
Quite often over years of riding each rider will settle
on a tire brand that they like to ride on and will stick
with it. However, what makes choosing a tire difficult
is that every bike handles and “feels” different on
different tire brands. So depending on the number of
miles a rider covers each year will determine how
often they have to buy new tires, and how often they
get to try a different manufacturer’s tire.

For a few years there I was running through a set of tires every summer. That’s a lot of riding but
I sure was having a great time. The upshot to this was that I got to try a couple of different tire
brands on my bike.

The first couple of sets were Dunlop's, and they were okay but I didn’t quite like the way the
bike “felt” running on these. It just didn’t quite hold the road as I thought it should and didn’t
seem to hold corners well either. So then I tried a pair of Bridgestone's and I’ve got to tell you that
– for my bike – that was the scariest set of tires I’ve ever ridden on. The bike actually felt scary with
that set of tires. It followed every crack or road snake that it could find making it wander and jerk
back and forth on the road, and corners were even worse. I couldn’t wait for that set of tires to
wear out.

After that I went looking for something a little better so I decided to try a set of Avon Venom X.
The difference was incredible and immediate. It was like these tires were designed for my bike.
The bike ran smoother on the road, tracked perfectly and cornered with a smoothness that I’d

never felt before. There was no more having to
guess what the bike would do every time it hit a
crack or bump in the road, it now tracked
perfectly true. What a pleasure it was to ride. It
was like being on a brand new bike.

So consequently I’ve stuck with Avon’s for my
bike and couldn’t be happier. A lot of riders like
their Metzeler tires, you hear a lot of good
things about them. I’ve been tempted to try a
set but I’m happy with the way the bike runs on
Avon’s so why mess with a good thing.

I guess the bottom line in tires is: find a tire
that runs well for your bike and your riding
style and enjoy your time out on the road!Duncan and Dave M. conquering the Dragon



Thanks to my fellow Lead Riders, Bob Gordon from Kenora, and Doug Hutton from Dryden, our
group ride from the Fort into Dryden was a huge success on Saturday. The ladies at the Legion in
the Fort started us off with a great lunch and then we were escorted through the TSN/KRAFT
Celebration Tour festivities at The Sorting Gap Marina in the Fort with a “bagpipe salute” from the
FF Highlanders.

A bear crossing the 502 highway near the Monument Pull-Over brought our mile long caravan
down to a crawl/stop but only for a few minutes – being our version of the Toronto 401 rush hour
traffic. In Dryden the Legion greeted us with their Sargent of Arms and Army Cadets as
traffic/parking security, followed by a delicious barbequed steak dinner, so we were well fed.

Dryden Mayor Craig Nuttall was gracious in welcoming us to his hospitable city and should
know his citizen Doug Hutton did a marvellous prize gathering job from his many generous local
businesses. Congratulations goes to Lawrence Lunam from Kenora for winning the best poker run
hand with an ace high flush.

A special thanks goes to the police from Kenora, Fort Frances and Dryden for their traffic escorts
and ensuring everyone’s safety, and in particular, the OPP for their motorcycle escort for the entire
ride. It was also pleasing to see so many couples amongst the riders this year, it’s always nice to
see ladies in leather. Another special thank you goes to Kevin Kennedy from Stratton for raising
the most money amongst the riders – and to all the riders, and all their donors, from Fort Frances,
Dryden, Kenora, Red Lake, Sioux Lookout, Thunder Bay (and points in between, including
Bemidji, MN) who raised funds for such a worthy cause as our local Alzheimer’s Society.

We look forward to next year’s event, to be hosted
by Kenora, and until then, keep your feet on your pegs
and the wind at your back.

Bill Naturkach – Fort Frances

An open letter from Bill Naturkach:



Here is another place you may want to be wary of…

reported many hair-raising
incidents involving this
creature including some pretty
impressive property damage.

Probably the most famous of the Lizard Men cases is the Lizard Man of Scape Ore Swamp in
South Carolina.

The Lizard Man is described as being seven feet tall, bipedal, and well built, with green scaly
skin and glowing orange eyes. It is said to have three toes on each foot and three fingers on each
hand which end in a circular pad on them that stick to walls. The creature has an incredible degree
of strength, more than capable of ripping into a car. The existence of this creature is, of course,
unconfirmed but many eye witnesses swear of it's existence. Citizens of Lee County SC have


